
PIECES 
OF PAPER:
Three Artists 
Explore 
the Medium
BY GENEVIEVE 
     NORDMARK

SU BLACKWELL
BACKGROUND: The 
Baron in the Trees; 2011; 
reconstructed book in glass-
fronted wooden box with light; 
secondhand book, wire, LEDs; 
320 x 280 x 240 mm.  

ABOVE: The Wild Swans; 
2008; reconstructed book in 
glass-fronted wooden box with 
light; secondhand book, wire, 
LEDs; 320 x 280 x 240 mm. 

LEFT: Alice: A Mad Tea 
Party; 2007; reconstructed 
book in glass-fronted wooden 
box with light; secondhand  
book, wire, LEDs; 320 x 280  
x 240 mm. 

Throughout its history as a material, paper has played an important role in the spreading of news 
and ideas. Stories and events are printed in books and newspapers, lands are charted on maps, 
and memories are recorded as photographs. Some paper artifacts are lovingly preserved while 
others end up recycled or simply lost to time. There is, however, another potential fate awaiting 

paper once its intended use is fulfilled—it could unexpectedly be transformed into a work of art.

Instead of recycling, which is reusing material to make more of the same material; up-cycling is the 
process of transforming materials into a new material or product, often with greater use or value. With 
imagination and ingenuity, the following English artists are rescuing ephemeral paper objects from the 
trash or recycling bin, and using the found fiber to create new work. In the hands of Su Blackwell a 
book gets read one last time before the pages are shaped into sculpture. Jennifer Collier invites viewers to 
reimagine ordinary objects, which she refashions from paper scraps from the past. The newspaper survives 
to see a day past its print date in the 3-D work of Pippa Andrews.

Su Blackwell spends twelve-hour days raising paper sculptures from the pages of books in her West 
London studio. Her studio may be England-based but her finished pieces are animated objects belonging 
to the world of fairy tales and folklore. “I was an avid reader as a child and totally lost myself in books as 
an escape. As an adult I’m trying to recapture that.” At first glance, her literary landscapes immediately 
transport the observer to the realm of stories where Alice stands tentatively at the Mad Hatter’s table and 
flower fields spring up with a smellable sweetness.

Working primarily with books printed between the turn of the century and the 1970s, Su starts her 
sculptural process with reading, then sometimes rereading a story in search of imagery. Favoring this range 
of publication is less about any affinity for modernist or postmodernist authors than an attraction to the 
material itself. “In new, more modern books, the paper is very thin. Some of the older books have very thick 
paper. It’s nice to cut, but not so easy to fold or tear. Some paper is so fragile that it crumbles. You have to 
work in different ways with the quality of the paper.”

The process of extracting a scene from a book is slow and intimate. Guided by inspiration from the 
reading, Su proceeds by cutting, coaxing, building, positioning, gluing, and wiring her forms. Text is chosen 
intentionally and original illustrations are often incorporated. The resulting dioramas are glimpses back 
into the vulnerable world of childhood wonder, where curiosity invites and anxiety excites. The philosophy 
of impermanence is a recurrent theme, simply by virtue of the medium. “I’m always asked how long they 
will last, and because of the materials I use, I don’t know.” Often saved from charity shop recycling bins, the 
books Su manipulates present one last staging of their story, through the imagination and talented hands 
of their caretaker. To see more of Su’s work visit her website at www.sublackwell.co.uk.
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Living and working a short train ride northwest in Stafford is Jennifer Collier, another English paper 
artist fond of rummaging though charity shop shelves and flea markets for papery inspiration. Lucky is 
the vintage map, book, or sewing pattern that gets tucked under arm and taken back to Unit Twelve, the 
gallery and shared studio space that Jennifer owns and operates. “The papers themselves serve as both the 
inspiration and the media for my work. I investigate a way in which they can be reused and transformed, 
giving new life to things that would otherwise go unloved or be thrown away.”

Working with paper as if it were fabric, Jennifer both hand and machine stiches with “the narrative of the 
books and papers suggesting the forms, for example a sewing machine made from dress making patterns, 
or a camera out of vintage photographs.” The stitching along with bonding, waxing, trapping, and using 
of traditional embroidery techniques reworks the papers into well-known utilitarian objects infused with 
the stuff of memory. “People tend to attach their own nostalgia to my work by recognizing a place on a 
map, a book they have read, or an item they have used. I believe that the audience can construct their own 
meanings and narratives.”

Jennifer has been investigating the re-used and recycled since 1999 when she earned her BA Honors 
Degree in textiles from Manchester Metropolitan University. One of the forerunners of the up-cycling craft 
revolution, she’s a prolific one-woman show, managing her gallery and workshop schedule while developing 
and promoting herself and her craft. She rarely treats the papers she uses, instead relying on the paper 
properties she’s become familiar with over years. “Through practice you get a feel for how far you can push it, 
when it is going to tear, and which papers work best for the job. Don’t be afraid to have happy accidents or to 
spend time playing with materials. This is when you discover something truly unique, something no one else 
knows how to do.” Explore more of Jennifer’s paper world at www.jennifercollier.co.uk.

As more people read the news online, fewer copies are issued in print and those print editions rarely last 
once a reader is finished scanning the headlines. There is one artist in England who rescues old newspapers 
and manipulates them into 3-D sculptures and paper wall hangings. Pippa Andrews, who divides her time 

between Bath and London, has a background in traditional embroidery and textiles, including exposure to 
beadwork. “I made a necklace once, a long time ago, with a bead weaving technique, and I thought perhaps 
I could take it on to something more sculptural. I started experimenting with different-sized tubes, and a 
twisting technique called Dutch spiral chain that goes around in triangles.”

These experiments led to another discovery, the process of making bead-like tubes from newspaper. She 
went on to make a series using tubes rolled from the pages of the London Evening Standard. “I love the 
colors in the newspaper, the pictures and the adverts. When you isolate them they have a nice chalky 
quality.” Using nylon fishing line and beading techniques like Dutch spiral chain and right angle weave, 
Pippa connects the paper tubes into geometric shapes and dazzling arrangements that cascade in text and 
color. “Paper is not messy. You don’t have to paint it. It’s there for you and you just sort it out.” 

There is a lot of sorting and planning involved in Pippa’s work, especially for the pieces that require 
complicated color schemes. These designs are planned thoroughly in advance. Rolling the tubes is slow, 
methodical work, which she does mostly in the evenings while listening to music or visiting with friends. 
Working in small scale has benefits. “Sometimes my studio is nice and clean and I work there and other 
times it’s so messy that I pick it all up and go somewhere else in the house.” Her work is dynamic due to 
the aging properties of newsprint, with the color changing over time. “I think there’s such a diversity of 
different papers. It’s just so varied. Of course this is not what the newspaper is meant for but I love working 
using it to create something else.” Visit www.pippaandrews.com to see more of Pippa’s sculptures.

Each of these artists has developed an intimate working knowledge of paper properties through persistent 
experimentation and practice. We are accustomed to seeing paper in the form of a newspaper, map, or book and 
we know how to interact with these objects when we encounter them. In the hands of these artists, everyday 
objects are transformed, engaging the viewer and allowing them to experience the familiar in a new way.

Genevieve Nordmark graduates this May with a master’s in paper engineering from SUNY-ESF. She is a hand papermaker and runs 

the blog The Fiber Wire. www.thefiberwire.co

JENNIFER COLLIER
BACKGROUND: Typewriter (detail) 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Map SLR 
Camera; 2012; vintage maps, grey board 
and machine stitch; 14 x 12 x 8 cm. approx. 
Typewriter; 2012; vintage typewriter 
manuals, grey board and machine stitch; 35 
x 30 x 10 cm. approx. Singer Sewing 
Machine; 2012; vintage sewing patterns and 
their instructions, grey board and machine 
stitch; 44 x 20 x 32 cm. approx.

PIPPA ANDREWS
BACKGROUND: Standard Square: Black 

(detail); 2011; recycled newspaper, nylon fishing line, 
wire; beading; 350 x 350 x 35 mm. 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Standard Red Planet; 
2012; newspaper, nylon fishing line; beading;  

550 x 550 mm. Standard Limpets: Green; 2012; 
Recycled newspaper, fishing line; beading; 18 x 18 x 18 

cm. Standard Quilt: Tumbling Blocks; 2012; 
recycled newspaper, nylon fishing line, wire; beading; 

100 x 900 x 50 cm.
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